Writing a review for a book, CD, game or DVD

Writing a short review of something is a great way to communicate your thoughts. There are no rules about how to do it, but here are some tips that may help get you started:

- You could describe the type or ‘genre’ different genres include: fantasy, adventure, comedy, non fiction - or you could maybe mention something that people may know that is similar or something it reminds you of (For example “This fantasy book reminded me of Harry Potter”)
- It could be interesting to describe what it is about, what you liked about it, the main characters or parts of it you particularly enjoyed or didn’t enjoy
- Try looking at other reviews to see what kinds of things they say
- You could finish by saying who you think would enjoy it most

Title: ________________________________________________________

Circle what it is:      Book         CD         DVD      game
Other _______________

My Review
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

If you are happy for your review to be shared or displayed please give it to the librarian so that they can let other people know what you thought.